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By voting for this law (which forbid the wearing of ostentatious religious signs at
school) we will follow the courageous precedent of our ancestors who carried out
their Republican convictions without pusillanimity. We will be faithful to our tra-
dition which came about during the Revolution (1789). We will give new life to an
essential Republican principle, “laïcité.” We will make France shine in the world
amongst those who crave light and who, each day, fight courageously against
obscurantism.

Jean-Pierre Brard (Communist Party) in the 
National Assembly, 3 February 2004.1

France works towards your emancipation, she wants to transform you into free sub-
jects, able to make use of all the privileges attached to human rights, without any
risk for your society. With this objective in view, she sacrifices herself every day in
order to provide you with education, and that is why she insisted that her schools
should be full. It is not her intention to incite your children to neglect the religion
of their ancestors and she does not wish to see them abandon their native lan-
guages. Not only does she want to leave you absolutely free in these matters, but
she also wishes to satisfy your desires. That is why as soon as the resources of the
Commune will permit it, a taleb [in Islamic societies a teacher of the Koran] will be
attached to the French schools to teach the Koran and the principles of reading and
writing in Arabic. But she also wants you to spend more time studying her language
and sciences. She prefers not to vote for a law to force you to do it, rather she is rely-
ing on your intelligence, common sense and interest. Because she wants your wel-
fare above all, she cannot see the point in using more coercive means to force you
to accept her kindness. But she also considers it her duty to prevent you from caus-
ing your own unhappiness. 

A French schoolmaster addressing the local Algerian 
population, reported in a letter from a French schoolmaster 

to the inspector of native schools in Algeria, 30 October 1890.2
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These two quotations are drawn from different contexts and moments in time,
and they express two different understandings of the French Republican
tradition of laïcité. As we shall see, these two opposing Republican views have
long coexisted. The colonial situation, moreover, often exposed the contra-
dictions of French Republicanism with particular clarity insofar as these con-
tradictions were amplified by the need to deal with foreign populations and
cultures. Going back to the colonial past through the 1892 debate on native
education in Algeria may help us see the continuity of those conflicting
Republican traditions and shed some light on the 2004 debates on secularism.

In February 2004, the Chirac government put forward a draft law con-
cerning the application of the principle of secularism in primary and sec-
ondary schools. This law sought to forbid the wearing of ostentatious religious
signs (including the Islamic head scarf) at school. Indeed, the “problem” of
young girls wearing the head scarf at school has been a recurrent one since the
end of the 1980s and has led to long and passionate public debate. Following
decisions by school principals to expel some of these girls in the name of sec-
ularism, the case was submitted in 1989 to the Conseil d’État, the top admin-
istrative court, and a conciliatory approach was adopted.3 It concluded that
anybody could wear religious signs at school, any ban being the exception
rather than the rule. Indeed, it was argued that wearing a religious sign was
not ostentatious in itself and was in keeping with freedom of conscience. Only
provocative behaviour and proselytism could be seen as infringing the princi-
ple of secularism and was to be condemned. This led to different local com-
promises, sources of legal insecurity, and growing discontent. For some it
became clear that a general rule had to be adopted through a specific law. In
2004, while the law was proposed, the content and definition of secularism
was again discussed at length within the French National Assembly.

All MPs agreed that secularism was at the heart of French Republican iden-
tity. As the Socialist Daniel Vaillant (PS) put it in the National Assembly, “Sec-
ularism should free the mind of individuals and integrate citizens. It is at the
heart of our Republican hearth, fabricated at school.”4 However, there was
some disagreement as to what secularism really meant and as to what Repub-
lican identity referred to. To be sure, few would contest the definition given by
Jacqueline Fraysse (Communist Party): “Secularism implies an organisation of
society based on common values and on respect for individual differences.
Secularism means the separation of the Church and the State, respect for reli-
gious pluralism, and freedom of conscience. Those progressive values, as
inscribed in the law of 1905, made our nation.”5 It is true that in the French
historical context, where the State and Church were separated from 1905, laïc-
ité refers to the independence of the Church and the neutrality of the State,
while recognising freedom of conscience. Practically speaking, it means that
public life and places are strictly separated from religion, that the Catholic reli-
gion and clergy cannot be paid through public funds.6



That said, those values were interpreted differently. As Daniel Guarrigue
of the right-wing Union pour un Mouvement Populaire (UMP) put it: “there
are several definitions of secularism: there is a strict, closed and militant def-
inition, and another more open conception which is based on dialogue.”7

Marc Le Fur (UMP) defined these competing definitions more precisely: the
first one, which he called “the fundamentalist definition of secularism,” con-
siders that any religious conviction should be confined strictly to the private
sphere. The second one insists on tolerance and respect for freedom of con-
science in the public sphere as well.8 Behind these definitions, what was at
stake was the “global conception of the State and the Republic, (…) our social
contract, which allows each of us to find his or her place in the Republic.”9

Indeed, through that debate two different conceptions of the French Repub-
lic and nation, equally present on both sides of the political divide, came to
be opposed.  

We have explored elsewhere these two conceptions.10 The first is assimila-
tionist and centralizing. Referring to the Revolution of 1789 as its founding
principle, it regards the Republic as “une et indivisible” (one and indivisible)
and the French nation as a cultural whole. As part of a militant discourse to be
found in arenas like the French Parliament, it has always aimed at inculcating
future citizens with Republican values against those of the Church in order to
integrate them into the French nation and “civitas.”11 It also implies a specific
method of government: starting from an idealistic and abstract conception of
Man as separate from his/her cultural and social background, it consists in
transforming him/her into a rational, independent model citizen. The other
conception is more pragmatic: it envisages a Republic that is indivisible but
respectful of local and cultural diversity, a Republic of compromise. According
to some historians, this conception has always been used to implement
Republican policies at a local level, as well as to build the nation concretely.12

It implies methods based on respect for and adaptation to local cultures and
circumstances as a means to integrate different groups into a larger political
and cultural whole.

During the 2004 debate on secularism, the “assimilationists” insisted that
the Republican model of integration, what they referred to as the Pacte Répub-
licain, was threatened by, as Michel Charzat (PS) put it, “the weakening of the
authority of the State and the fading of the nation as a space for building a
common project.”13 For some, it was the direct result of the policy followed by
the “successive governments of this country.” They worked out policies that
were meant to respect all cultures, “but which opened the door to a theology
of differences, to the praise of singularity. Means have become aims.”14 For
them, the Republic meant assimilation, that is, according to Bernard Carayon
(UMP), “the adhesion without resistance and reticence to the human rights
declaration of 1789, the nation conceived, as Ernest Renan did, as a common
will to live together. … The Republic is not a permanent negotiation with
local specificities, the tolerance for something not tolerable. Its essential
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elements are not negotiable. Human rights cannot be put into perspective.”
(“On ne négocie pas l’essentiel ! On ne relativise pas les droits de l’homme.”)15

For Jacques Myard (UMP) too, “the Pacte Républicain is not an ‘auberge espag-
nole’ [a madhouse], it is based on strong principles, it cannot be negotiated.”16

The same idea was heard on the left bank of the Assembly. As Jean Christophe
Cambadélis (PS) expressed it, “the idea that everything can be negotiated
everywhere and at any time, that any corporatism, any cultural specificity can
resist the general interest, this clearly runs against the French subconscious.”17

For all these MPs, the law was seen as a way to strengthen the Pacte Républicain,
to “reinforce national cohesion,”18 to keep the school as a privileged place for
integration. “The moment has come to launch the Republican hearth again,
this machine which creates citizens.”19

For the “pragmatic Republican,” on the contrary, the law encouraged
social exclusion and discrimination. Considered as “hyper-secularism,”20 it
was the pure product of a kind of Republican fundamentalism. It gave a “rad-
ical vision” of secularism and did not answer the real question: the integration
of the Muslim population and its sociological consequences in the cultural
and political French landscape.21 This position was clearly summarized by Jean
Marc Nesme (UMP): 

Why should we promulgate a specific law that forbids ostentatious religious signs
at school while we know that it may be impossible to apply, like the current regu-
lations? ... Why should we promulgate a law that means social exclusion, that will
lead to a withdrawal into small communities of a minority of people who refuse to
be integrated? Secularism in the strict sense of the word has nothing to do with that
law. Secularism has been given a false interpretation in some circles and by some
schools of thought that use it to profess or propagate atheism. This is a counter-sec-
ularism. In the constitutional sense of the word, secularism means the integral
respect for beliefs and religions, not hyper-secularism. Secularism means tolerance,
guaranteed by the state. De Gaulle understood it when he said: “the Republic is sec-
ular but France is Christian.” If the Republic is secular, the society is not. True sec-
ularism is one that helps us better to “vivre ensemble” [live together]. To make
teenagers pure abstraction and schools sanctuaries cut off from reality and the
external world is the best way to create a society of irresponsible citizens, who
become more and more intolerant and individualistic .... This law sounds like an
inquisitorial judgment. What we need is a Republic based on mediation
[“République médiatrice”].22

Daniel Guarrigue (UMP) agreed when he called for “secularism based on dia-
logue”; this dialogue being indispensable for a policy of integration and
within the framework of the European Union.23 Alain Madelin (UMP) also
considered the law as an “easy solution” that could have been avoided. “We
should go on practicing what our secular tradition called reasonable compro-
mises [‘accommodements raisonnables’].”24

Clearly, these MPs refer here to another kind of Republican tradition than
that of the assimilationists. Marc Le Fur (UMP) described this tradition accu-
rately when he said that “between the nation and the individual, there are
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families, groups, corporate bodies. To ignore it would be to ignore reality and
fall into a kind of Jacobinism that is out of date. To feel happy in your family,
to feel that your family is part of the nation, is this not the main condition for
integration? Our history can prove it. The integration of Catholics into the
Republic was not due to the measures adopted in 1905, which enhanced pas-
sions, but to the appeasement measures of the 1920s, the Debré laws25 at the
beginning of the Fifth Republic which, at the same time, recognized what the
Catholics could bring in terms of education and pacified the relationships
between them and the Republic.”26 This Republic of compromise was particu-
larly praised by the MPs of Alsace and Lorraine. Indeed, due to their late inte-
gration into the Republic after the First World War, these départements have
been benefiting from a special status and exceptional local laws. These laws
allow religious instruction to be given in schools.27 According to Armand
Young (PS), MP of Strasbourg, “one cannot find better example of the fact that
the Republic is not threatened by diversity. On the contrary, it contributes to
its strength and richness.”28

Even more significant were the voices of overseas MPs, representing
islands such as Réunion where the population is composed of a mosaic of reli-
gious communities whose cohabitation has to be ensured. According to
Huguette Bello, MP of Réunion (indépendant), “this law runs against any
process of integration in the case of overseas departments. The wiser solution
would be to trust the teachers of the island, who have always known that sec-
ularism is synonymous with tolerance and freedom. All the political and reli-
gious authorities of Réunion have insisted on the uselessness of this law. The
minister of overseas territories recommends to implement it in a flexible and
clever way. The rector of Réunion promised to close his eyes. We trust him, but
who could guarantee us that one day one teacher, through ignorance or reck-
lessness would not ruin all our efforts to find a balance? It would be better not
to have any law at all.”29 For all these MPs, it was clear that some regulations
implemented in a very pragmatic way would have been a better solution. 

The reference to overseas territories is interesting here and a flashback to
colonial history would have probably strengthened the arguments of prag-
matic Republicans, as Manuel Valls (PS) noted in the debate.30 Indeed colonial
territories provided important terrain for the development of the Republican
pragmatic tradition,31 as we will show here through the parliamentary debates
in 1892 on primary education for Muslim natives in Algeria, led by Émile
Combes and Jules Ferry. Of course the context of the two debates was differ-
ent: the 2004 debate dealt with an Islamic population born in France (for most
of the girls concerned), so these were French citizens whom the Republic
sought to integrate into a social, cultural, and political whole. The 1892 debate
dealt with native populations in a territory colonized since 1830, still gov-
erned more or less directly by Paris, where political rights were reserved for a
small white minority of settlers, French citizens. The aim of the Republic was
merely to “associate” the rest of the population to her civilizing mission. Still,
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in both cases, two conceptions of secularism and the Republic came into
opposition. Ironically, these two conceptions could be found in the same
Republican leaders of the late 1890s, the most involved as far as the issue of
secularism was concerned: Émile Combes and Jules Ferry. Jules Ferry (Republi-
can left), minister of education from 1879 to 1880, then again in 1882, twice
President of the Council (prime minister, 1880-1881 and 1883-1885) and sen-
ator (1891-1893), is famous for having set up free, compulsory, and secular
schooling for all in France.32 Secular meant here that any religious teaching
was dropped from the programs and was replaced by courses in “morals” and
“citizenship.” Émile Combes, a radical (meaning extreme left) political figure
was successively President of the Senate (1894-1895), minister of education
(1895-1896), and President of the Council (1902-1905). He is known for his
anticlerical policy, which led to the law of separation between churches and
the state. As exemplified by these laws, in the context of the consolidation of
the Republic as a political regime, Jules Ferry and Émile Combes adopted a
fighting approach towards churches. However, as we shall see, in a different
context, that of colonized Algeria, where religion was less an enemy to fight
than a force to be channelled and controlled, they adopted a more pragmatic
approach, advocating that the Koran be taught at school.

The Taleb at School

Algeria was a white colony, that is a colony where French settlers took over the
land and established authority through local assemblies in the municipalities.
Politically and administratively, Algeria was officially part of France: through
the “rattachement” (incorporation) decree of 1881, administrative services, pre-
viously attached to the governor general, were placed under the supervision of
the competent ministries in metropolitan France, which meant that the main
decisions concerning Algeria were made in those ministries. This resulted in
lengthy procedures and in giving the settlers’ representatives in the Chamber
of Deputies more power to influence decisions. These were implemented
locally under the supervision of the governor general, whose powers were
reduced, at least until that system of “rattachement” was abolished in 1896.33

However, this system did not mean that the French laws were applied auto-
matically in the Algerian territory: like other colonies, Algeria had a particular
legal regime, especially as far as the native population was concerned.34 Only
French citizens (mainly settlers) could benefit from French courts, laws, and
the Civil Code and possess political rights. Natives kept their civil laws linked
to Islam and were subjected to a separate penal jurisdiction (through the Code
de l’indigénat). At first, Jules Ferry’s laws on education (1881-1882) were not
extended overseas, at least for the native people.  

From the 1870s, the Republican policy towards native population and
schools had not differed much from the ones followed by previous regimes.35
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After the conquest of Algeria in 1830, the July Monarchy agreed that it would
respect the personal preferences in terms of the Koranic law and religion of the
native population. In practice, French authorities considered Koranic schools
and Islamic associations a threat to their domination and tried to control and
weaken them. Later on, under the Second Republic, a decree (30 April 1851)
organized the Muslim religion and integrated it into the state: the mosques
were registered, and a Muslim clergy was created, appointed and paid by the
French state. In 1850, it was also decided that free French schools would be
created for the natives (écoles arabes-françaises), where they could learn both
French and Arabic (any religious reference being prohibited), but which were
different from schools reserved for the white settlers. From 1865 on, Napoleon
III tried to strengthen these schools by creating new ones and setting up an
institution to train their teachers. However, this policy quickly reached its
limits: insofar as these schools were subsidized by the municipalities and met
the opposition of the settlers, they did not receive adequate funding. Insofar
as their teaching was left in the hands of the Christian congregations, they
also met the resistance of the Muslim population. This failure led the Repub-
lican minister of education in 1880, Jules Ferry, to reorganize the system. In
the decree of 13 February 1883, it was decided that Ferry’s laws on education
would be extended to Algeria, making primary school compulsory for all, set-
tlers and the native population alike. The écoles arabes françaises would be
replaced by schools for settlers and natives alike. These schools would be orga-
nized on similar lines as the metropolitan ones and paid for through the
budget of local councils. Again, the opposition of the settler populations pre-
vented the application of such laws. In 1890 the French parliament cut all sub-
sidies for native schools. As a result, in 1889-1890, only 0.33% of the native
population benefited from a primary education.36

This situation, like the native policy of the newly Republican regime that
in the name of “assimilation” tended to favor settlers at the expense of the
native population, was largely criticized in the 1890s.37 In that context, Sena-
tor Jules Ferry proposed establishing a committee to enquire into the social
and political situation in Algeria. The committee was to listen to natives and
settlers. A delegation headed by Jules Ferry himself was sent to Algeria in 1892
for that purpose and led to several reports, among which were Jules Ferry’s on
the powers of the governors and Émile Combes’ on primary education for the
natives and on Muslim secondary education.38 In these reports, Émile Combes
and Jules Ferry showed much interest in Islam and the Koran as the basis of
native social and political institutions. They concluded that “our teachers
must have the deepest regard for the native religion, that is, for the book that
expresses it.”39 Émile Combes even called for a true cohabitation between reli-
gion and the Republic in native primary schools. He referred with great enthu-
siasm to “that school in Sidi Aïssa, where Arabic courses are taught at the
French school, and where the French school borrows one of its largest rooms
from the Zaouïa [Koranic school] .... When there is such cooperation between
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secular education and religious education, how can anyone speak about
fanaticism? ... The conclusion of those observations was that French education
would not meet any opposition among the Kabyle or Arabic populations, if it
respected their feelings and if it was flexible enough in its principles. As for the
diffusion and progress of French education, we may, following the reports of
our inspectors, hope that they will be quick, if we know how to set up schools
which will include institutions in keeping with the spirit of the native races.”40

Among these institutions, Émile Combes included the taleb, as assistant to the
French schoolmaster. 

His idea on that issue was apparently widely shared: as early as 1880, the
same proposal had been put forward by Henri le Bourgeois, one of the officials
sent by Jules Ferry to Algeria to enquire into the situation of native educa-
tion.41 Auguste Burdeau, in charge of reporting for the budget in 1892, former
chief of staff for Paul Bert when the latter was minister of education, also
defended the idea in front of the Chamber of Deputies.42 Last but not least,
Charles Jeanmaire, at that time rector of Algiers, supported it with great
enthusiasm; he also insisted that French teachers and their native assistants
respect the beliefs of their pupils and their parents.43 In order “to exert any
beneficial and efficient action, assistants need to be trusted by their Muslim
peers. They will lose their confidence if they do not pray, if they drink alcohol,
and do not observe Ramadan. If they respect the prescriptions of the Koran,
they will have great authority to speak in the name of France and teach our
morals.”44 In sum, the issue was not so much to convert the schoolboys and
girls to the Republican principles of secularism, as to convert their teachers to
Islam. How could this be reconciled with Republican principles? “One should
be careful with these so called doctrines that prevent any program or
progress.”45 If the minister of education at that time, Léon Bourgeois, did not
go that far in his conclusions, he nonetheless came to back the idea of a taleb
at school when Émile Combes’ report was discussed in the Senate. Following
Émile Combes’ advice, he insisted that it was better to be cautious and prag-
matic on such a sensitive issue.46 Because it was clearly “a contradiction in our
legislation … would it not be imprudent and awkward to adopt a general
rule? It would be rather wise to decide for or against the nomination of the
taleb at school after considering the local circumstances”47 and to leave it to
the judgment of local administrators.

The same conclusions were advanced on the twin issues of obligation
and education of girls. The decree of 1883 had rendered schools compulsory
for all, but left the implementation of such principles in Algeria in the hands
of the governor general, who in turn proved lax on the matter. As Émile
Combes noted: “Obligation only exists on paper.”48 According to the latter,
the reasons were to be found in the inaction of the local French administra-
tion, the hostility of the settlers in the municipalities, and, although least of
all, in the indifference or resistance of the families. This resistance, he said,
was due less to resentment of French education than to “poverty and igno-
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rance.”49 As in rural France, children had to help their parents in the fields or
in domestic tasks.50 The idea, then, was to convince parents through mater-
ial incentives like bonuses and jobs to send their children to school. The
presence of the taleb was only one means among many that could help in
“attracting the children.”51

Sending girls to school was a more delicate issue to solve, as it ran against
the very status of women in native Algerian cultures. Most reports sent by the
native authorities to the senatorial commission did not mention that issue at
all, and the only ones that did disapproved of it. Members of the Senate del-
egation had a mitigated point of view. Following visits to children’s homes
where girls were educated, they concluded that “you had to wait for customs
to change before envisaging such education.”52 The risk indeed was to pro-
duce uprooted, educated girls who would later on be unable to reintegrate
into their own society, get married, and have a position. Émile Combes sup-
ported the opposite position: “I think that in order to diffuse our language
and ideas efficiently, in order to reach the mind and the heart of the native
race through primary education, we need to include both genders in our pro-
paganda, we need to organize education for boys and girls in parallel and
simultaneously,”53 all the more so because girls are future mothers who will
later pass on what they have learned to their own children, and send them to
French schools. Émile Combes quoted the example of sheik Mohamed-Naït-
Abdesslam, who sent his daughter to the French school and was proud of her
success: “thanks to him, school has become the best place of propaganda for
our ideas.”54 As shown by Julia A. Clancy-Smith, Koranic schools could be the
best place for resistance to the French authority, especially when directed by
women saints like Lala Zaynab.55 Bringing women to French schools was cer-
tainly one of the best ways to ensure control of the whole society in the
future. According to Émile Combes, educating them was also the first and
main condition for the society to evolve, for “barbarian, immoral and degrad-
ing customs,”56 as far as women were concerned, to disappear. “National cus-
toms treat them like cattle. They are subjected to a shameless trade. They are
only worth the estimated price they represent.”57 The Republic could not be
an accomplice to such “child trafficking.” Creating schools for girls and leg-
islating on the age of marriage were the only ways to improve the conditions
of women.

This position, however, was linked to the conviction that “the religion
had nothing to do with that trade in children, and I am certain that I am not
the only one to think that way, considering what I have read on the subject ...
What is at stake in selling children are not religious principles or rituals, but
merely voracious interests.”58 Interestingly enough, as in the 2004 debate, the
whole point was to find out whether marital customs and the obedient posi-
tion of women came from the Koran or whether it was just the remnant of a
patriarchal society that needed to evolve. Nevertheless, insofar as the issue
remained a matter of controversy, Émile Combes followed Charles Jeanmaire’s
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advice that “we would be wrong to make a decision through a general rule;
this is a matter of circumstances and places ... In sum, the creation of schools
for girls should first be done at random, according to events and goodwill and
without any plan.”59

This pragmatic Republican discourse did not raise any objections in the
Senate. Neither did Jules Ferry’s report, which proposed that on sensitive issues
“the collaboration of the local [Muslim] clergy should be sought.”60 Conse-
quently, the decree of 18 October 1892 on native primary education adopted
the same pragmatic position as Émile Combes’. It insisted that “the freedom of
conscience of schoolboys and girls should be formally guaranteed in any pri-
vate or public school; children cannot be forced to adopt practices that run
against their religion.”61 As advised by Émile Combes, the issue of the taleb at
school, like the sensitive issues of obligation and education for girls, was left
to local judgment and experimentation; in other words, it could vary accord-
ing to circumstances.

One had to wait for Émile Combes’ report on secondary native education
to be considered in the Senate in 1894 for this pragmatic Republicanism to be
criticized, especially by representatives of Algerian settlers. The arguments put
forward by those representatives were typical of Republican assimilationist
discourse. In the name of the French civilizing mission, they proposed to
respect the native religions as long as they could be confined to the private
sphere. “Islam has to be purged of any political content. Justice, education and
administration must be secularized for the benefit of progress.”62 This was seen
as the best way to get the native population “adapted to our civilized laws” to
inculcate Republican morality. The methods advocated here by Gerente are
typical of the assimilationists: to force a population to abandon its own cus-
toms and tradition in order to adopt French “civilization” and transform
Algerian peasants into Frenchmen, or rather an ideal type of Frenchman. 

Which Republican Methods?

Indeed, what was at stake in the debate were the very methods to use in deal-
ing with native people at a time when the colonial conquest was almost over
and when the question rose as to the best way of governing colonized popu-
lations with the minimum material and human resources possible. The debate
was not specific to Algeria: it embraced all colonies acquired by France in the
late nineteenth century in Africa and Asia. It was part of a move from the
assimilation policy towards a new policy known as “association,” officially
consecrated by the Ministry of Colonies in 1905 and whose aim was to ensure
“the evolution of the natives within their traditions.”63 Assimilation, namely
the idea of transforming natives into Frenchmen sharing the same “civiliza-
tion” and the same political rights as French citizens, had been partly imple-
mented in the small colonies acquired by France in the previous centuries,64
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but showed its limits when applied to huge territories where the native popu-
lation was predominant and would outnumber metropolitan citizens. In the
case of Algeria, the partial administrative assimilation of the territory through
the system of rattachement had clearly resulted in giving most power to the set-
tlers while depriving the native population of their rights, as Ferry noted in his
report. Assimilation (in its cultural and political aspects) was also very much
criticized at that time by those, especially settlers, who considered that its
aims were impossible to achieve: influenced by the racialist theory of the time,
they argued that the cultural gap was too wide between the French and the
native races to be filled in one day. “It is impossible for the Muslim spirit to get
close to the modern spirit of our time.”65 “Between him [the Arab] and us there
are barriers which would be useless and even dangerous to break down.”66

Indeed, political assimilation meant in the long term the end of privileges for
the French settlers in Algeria. This concern explained and justified their
demands for restricting the education of natives to more practical and profes-
sional training.

Those such as Jules Ferry and Émile Combes who still believed that the
aim of assimilation was possible and desirable directed their criticism toward
the methods assimilation implied. Still influenced by the positivist, evolu-
tionist, and ethnocentric theories of the end of the nineteenth century and
animated by a firm belief in French superiority, they believed that all humans
had an equal chance to climb the ladder of progress and to reach the last step,
namely French civilization. They had no doubt that France had to help other
peoples to climb the ladder more quickly, in sum to continue her civilizing
mission. It was hoped that local cultures would in the long term disappear by
themselves. Meanwhile, and this was the lesson Jules Ferry brought from his
mission in Algeria, you had to deal with them: “To assimilate Algeria, to give
her the same institutions, the same laws, the same political guarantees, the
same rights, is a very simple way of seeing things, which can easily seduce the
French mind. This policy has had both good and disastrous influences on the
history of our great colony ... However, today, after some years of experience,
we need to be courageous enough to recognize that French law cannot be
transplanted everywhere without adaptation, that these laws do not have the
magical virtue of transforming peoples in one day, that social backgrounds
everywhere resist and defend themselves, and that in any country we must
take into account the past to build the present.”67

This discourse clearly departed from his views in 1884 when as prime
minister he advocated the assimilation of the “inferior races” of the world in
order to justify French expansion overseas and convince the Chamber of
Deputies to vote a budget for it.68 By 1892, his position and the issue at stake
were quite different: his main task was to analyze the situation of the native
population and make concrete proposals as to their administration. The ulti-
mate aim he had in mind was the same (to civilize), but the question he raised
now was how to do it. His answer was clear: the methods implied by assimila-
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tion were not satisfactory.  In his mind, assimilation meant the imposition of
a foreign culture, in other words, methods based on force and coercion, while
he advocated methods based on influence, persuasion, and respect for local
cultures. This was precisely the idea behind the new concept of “association”
and its basic principle, “the evolution of the natives within their traditions.”69

Respecting native customs and religions was not an aim in itself here, as it was
hoped that they would disappear in the long term. Rather, it constituted a
pragmatic method of government based on knowledge of native society, social
observation, and experience rather than on a priori conceptions and great
ideals, such as those of the 1789 Revolution. In practice, it meant to grasp the
mechanisms of native societies, their desires, fears, and interests in order to use
them and reach the desired objective. It was a way to influence and persuade
rather than coerce, a means to control and “associate” the native to the civi-
lizing mission. “The moral conquest, the progressive civilization of the natives
must take another form than that of assimilation .... One can change the
natives by inculcating one’s language, ones’ ideas, but also by respecting their
religion, their civil laws and rights to property.”70

In their respective reports, Émile Combes and Auguste Burdeau concluded
in the same way: “Considered as a group, the natives are profoundly subject to
their religion and their representatives. No authority has as much power of
influence on them. If we ever want to succeed in directing their minds and
feelings, we can only hope that their religion will disappear or that, through
small changes, it could accommodate our main ideas, those of neutrality of
the State in religious matters, of moral equality between genders, of the cease-
less progress of human reason and civilization. Meanwhile, we must show
some interest in their religious life in order to understand their evolution and
have a real grasp of them.”71 The aim was the same as assimilation: to bring
the natives closer and closer to what was considered as the civilizing standard.
This aim was even clearer when it came to girls’ education. As we already
noticed, the objective of Émile Combes was to improve the conditions of
women: there was no reason to exclude half the population from the French
civilizing mission. He clearly wished to weaken and undermine what were
considered immoral practices. Still, even in that case, pragmatism and caution
were advocated. Indeed, “we may meet some resistance, offend some feelings;
our work can only succeed if we proceed with method, patience and gentle-
ness, if we can penetrate the mind through persuasion.”72 As far as pedagogi-
cal methods at school were concerned, Émile Combes advised to avoid
replicating those of the metropole. According to him it was necessary “to
adapt teaching to the needs and state of mind of the native population.”73

However, this adaptation was limited by the fact that the teaching he envis-
aged was in French. Some historians, moreover, have shown that the educa-
tion programs effectively implemented following Émile Combes and Jules
Ferry’s reports were very much copies of their French versions, with some
adaptations required by the colonial context,74 as evidenced by the programs
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in history and morals annually published in the Bulletin universitaire de 
l’Académie d’Alger.

Ideally, however, the process of civilization should not be imposed from
above, according to this view. It had to evolve from the society itself. The role
of the state was mainly to guide that evolution, to convince the native popu-
lations that it was necessary and important for their well-being. And of course
to be able to convince, you first had to “be willing,” as Combes put it, “to
know the institutions and customs of the natives, penetrate them, assimilate
their ideas and little by little, like a teacher, direct their ideas, through a slow
evolution, until they resemble ours, guide their institutions to the point where
the difference between theirs and ours will be so thin that we could speak of
assimilation, but not an assimilation through law, made in one day, but a pro-
gressive assimilation through education.”75 “This is the best guarantee of our
success.”76 Auguste Burdeau also insisted that “the only way to raise the native
on the ladder of progress, was not to merely impose our laws on him, in a way
which suits the French people. On the contrary, we need to extract the spirit
of those laws and lead the natives toward them, starting from their own insti-
tutions toward institutions that are more like ours, while taking as much time
as needed to accomplish this work.”77

Keeping the taleb at school was the best example of that pragmatic
method of control and government based on a kind of sociological approach,
“dominated by the lessons of experience.”78 In his reports, Émile Combes only
made his position clear after he exposed all the social elements attached to the
problem concerned. These elements were gathered by his own team on the
spot, through surveys with education professionals and reports from the
native authorities. He insisted that the question of the taleb at school was still
a matter to be discussed among professionals, even though the majority of
those he met were in favor of it.  In the same way, those who were against it
justified their position not on principle but on sociological grounds. Alfred
Rambaud, for example, the former head of Jules Ferry’s cabinet, did not advise
it for the Kabyle populations. After a long description of the social and politi-
cal organisation of the Kabyle, he concluded that “those populations only
adopted Islamic practices in so far as they were compatible with their ideas
and customs,”79 and consequently they did not wish to keep a taleb at school.
Describing the ideal schoolmaster, he insisted that “the native spirit was the
main object of his survey, and this survey was day to day work.” In sum, “you
need to know all the peculiarities of the native customs to avoid offending the
colonized and to have any hold on them.”80 That is why on the issues of
obligation and education of girls, most MPs would agree with Émile
Combes that one had to be cautious and use the influence of local native
authorities and instruments like the taleb when possible: “In Algeria like in cer-
tain parts of France, religious practices lead schoolboys and girls to neglect
school ... Thus our idea is to bring religion to schools. This would reassure the
families and would persuade them of the benefits of French education.”81 This
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was also the best way to control Islam efficiently. August Burdeau clearly
recognised it: thanks to the taleb, “Koranic teaching, far from superseding
ours, would be much better subordinated and controlled than at the Zaouïa.”82

The parallel made with metropolitan France is here omnipresent and one
may wonder whether the same methods were not advocated and used in
France to implement secularism. It is true that the context was different. Even
though Émile Combes did not hesitate to compare the “aptitude of our
Cevenol and Auvergnat children”83 with those of Algerian children, the com-
parison had limits deriving from the political situation of Algeria and the sub-
jected status of the native population. One could not be more explicit than
Charles Jeanmaire: “we should not overestimate the similarities… Natives are
French subjects. It will take years and years for them to be in a situation where
they could expect to become citizens; consequently we do not have to train
them as citizens, namely to teach them their rights and duties. There are ideas
and feelings that we need to develop in young French children, but that it
would be absurd to raise in the natives’ mind.”84 French programs could be
copied but had to be adapted to that colonial situation.85

That said, a similar pragmatic and sociological approach was used by the
Republicans in France itself to turn peasant children into French citizens. As
shown by Jean François Chanet,86 many regulations from the end of the nine-
teenth century invited schoolmasters to use and respect local cultures and
languages. Schoolbooks celebrated the French provinces and their customs.
Republican morals and French language were taught, of course, but the idea
was that to be able to explain what France and the Republic were, you first had
to make these concepts intelligible, that is, you had to integrate them into the
day to day experience of the children. National identity could only be built
through local identities and institutions, some of which were religious. As for
religious practices, Jules Ferry defended the right for priests to preach in
schools and the lending of school buildings for religious teaching. He pro-
posed that “duties towards God” should be kept in school programs and the
crucifix be maintained on school walls.87 According to Jean Baubérot, Émile
Combes himself originally ruled out any separation between church and state,
because “you could not erase the past fourteen centuries with one stroke.”88

The methods he then advocated, based on compromise and experience,
contrasted with the combative approach that he would use in the 1905 politi-
cal debate about separating church and state, when Republican principles that
were then considered universal were brandished and used to crush any
Catholic opposition, to consolidate the newborn Republican regime.89 When
confronted with social reality, and the need both to implement laws in differ-
ent contexts and to control society, Émile Combes, like Jules Ferry, left his anti-
clerical discourse behind to adopt a more conciliatory and pragmatic approach. 

The application of the 1905 law to Algeria again evoked this pragmatism.90

In Parliament, discussion of the law pitted those who wanted the strict appli-
cation of the law in the name of the Republic against those who wanted that
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law to be adapted to local circumstances. In the end, the decree of 27 Septem-
ber 1907 extended the main clause of the 1905 law on secularism in Algeria but
included exceptional measures. These measures envisaged that the governor
would be able to grant clergymen temporary salaries for a transitory period.
This ran against the very principle of secularism and came to be a means to pla-
cate the most loyal Muslim subjects and through them Algerian society.91

At the end of the nineteenth century, as in 2004, a pragmatic Republican
discourse and methods of government based on the knowledge of social real-
ity, on respect for local cultures and religion, on “the always fragile and
revived appreciation of the situation on the ground,”92 came to the fore. This
approach ran against what is considered as the typical Republican perspec-
tive, assimilation. The fact that influential Republican leaders such as Émile
Combes or Jules Ferry could go from one approach to the other depending on
circumstances makes us doubtful as to what “the true Republican tradition”
is. As Daniel Guarrigue has asserted, “nobody has the monopoly of the
Republic.”93 The Conseil d’État followed one of these traditions when it
decided in 1989 that the issue of the head scarf at school should be handled
with caution and pragmatism by the schoolmasters and principals. The recent
law that aimed at forbidding any ostentatious religious signs belongs to the
other tradition. For the time being, the latter prevails: indeed, the law was
voted by a large parliamentary majority. However, it includes provisions for
dialogue before any sanction. It also envisages that the school principals will
be responsible for interpreting the law, that is, for judging whether a religious
sign is worn in an ostensible way or not. Both Republican traditions, in short,
remain in play. 
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